Calibrating joint capsule mechanoreceptors as in vivo soft tissue load cells.
A method has been developed whereby the discharge of mechanically sensitive neurons from the cat knee joint capsule can be calibrated and used as load cells. The neurons are located in the upper edge of the capsule which has been previously modeled as a suspension cable and where the loading has been shown to be one dimensional. The calibration procedure relies upon applying known point loads to the cable and measuring its shape. The biomechanical model is then used to compute the cable tension at the neuron location. Results for 20 neurons showed a strong linear relationship between the tension and the frequency of neuronal discharge (r = 0.96, S.D. = 0.05). For 11 of these neurons the in vivo calibration was verified by subsequently excising the posterior capsule and recording from the same neuron while subjecting the cable to measured uniaxial loads. Results showed good agreement between the in vivo and in vitro calibrations. Once calibrated these neurons can be used as load sensors to study in vivo joint loading.